Canasta Rules
2 packs are needed, with a total of 4 jokers All jokers and 2's are wild cards. An
easier way to play canasta is to use the special Piatnik Canasta set, which
includes two decks of cards with markings specifically for Canasta.
Object: To form melds of three or more cards, with or without wild cards.
Play: Players form partners Each player is dealt 11 cards, and the rest of the
cards are put in a pile. The top card is taken off, and placed face-up next to the
pile, this is the discard pile. If it is wild or a red 3, put another on top of it.
Red 3's are bonus cards. When a red 3 is drawn, the card is put down on the
player's side, and the player draws a replacement card. If a red 3 is taken from a
discard pile, it is not replaced. To achieve the needed canasta, one must make a
meld.
The player to the left of the dealer goes 1st. A play consists of a player drawing a
card from the pile, making a meld (optional), and discarding. Drawing: A player
takes the top card of the pile. They also may take the discard pile, provided the
following things: 1. They can make a meld with the top card only (the top card
may not be used to make a meld with other cards in the discard pile.
The initial meld points are if a player has a running total of so many points (from
previous rounds), they must make a meld containing card with points totaling that
many points.
The points are as followed: Jokers- 50 points each Aces and 2s- 20 points each
K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8- 10 points each 7, 6, 5, 4, and black 3- 5 points each.
After drawing, a player may put down any meld he/she has. Once a player has a
canasta, he/she may go out. They can go out by melding all their cards, or by
melding all but one, and then discarding it. Once a player goes out, they score
the round.
Scoring: The partners points are added together. 100 points for being the one to
meld out 100 for each red 3 you have, only if you made at least one meld 500
points for each natural canasta (canasta w/ no wild's or 2's) 300 points for each
mixed canasta (canasta w/ wild's or 2's) The team(s) that didn't meld out, figure
the number of points they had in their hands (see above chart) and subtract it
from their score Then all players figure out how many points they laid out, and
add it to their score.
Ending: The team that gets 5,000 points first wins.

